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he concept of printing lines making use
of two screen printing machines that
work in parallel - hence ‘twinned’ - has

established itself in the domain of automotive
glass, notably to print sidelights of any shape
and size, ranging from classical sidelights to
quarterlights and ‘pencils’, whose dimensions
may vary approximately from 1,200 x 800
millimetres maximum to 400 x 150 millime-
tres minimum.

In 2001 and at the beginning of 2002 AISA,
which had for some years been manufactur-
ing its lines according to this concept, pro-
duced a number of other lines following the same
principle, though with various customizations. 

In order to make the concept clearer, it is pos-

Many automotive glazing operations have
adopted the ‘twinned’ printing approach,

particularly for high-volume production runs.
With advanced technology already available,

the key issue is the planning of the line’s
layout. This article looks at layout

considerations and also at the 
operational advantages of such lines.

Figure 1 -
Layout of

the line



sible to consider, by way of example, the com-
position of the screen printing and IR drying
line pictured in Figure 2 and schematized in Fig-
ure 1. Here, two GHS33/SF screen printing
machines, capable of printing one glass sheet
every five seconds, are ‘twinned’ and can
feed, in this case, one IR dryer with two glass
sheets every five seconds and, subsequently,
one tempering furnace - arranged at the end of
the line, but not included in the layout. 

The latter, being slightly slower than the IR
dryer, allows the glass to be gathered in two big
accumulators, capable of stocking up to 400
sheets. For cleaning or substitution of screen-
frames, or of any other equipment upstream,
the accumulators are necessary to maintain

the flow of the furnace in
the event of temporary
stops of the printing
machines.

ALL-ROUND BENEFITS
Both screen printing

machines, as shown in
Figure 3, are equipped
with an edge-to-edge
printing device, now
essential in this kind of
line, with operator con-
soles from which it is pos-
sible to control and man-
age the whole line. In
addition, they contain an
inspection station featur-
ing a light box where the
glass that has already been
printed is tilted at 75
degrees in order to offer
perfect visibility to the
supervisor (see Figure 4).

Furthermore, the two
machines are equipped
with a device for print-
ing trademarks - a
process frequent on side-
lights. In conjunction
with the AISA quick job
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Figure 2 - The ‘twinned’ AISA line

Figure 3 -
Edge-to-edge
technology on 
the GHS33/SF
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changeover system, and by means of special
centring tables, it is capable of using small screen
frames - thus enabling complete changeover in
no more than five minutes. Such lines, as con-
ceived and designed, permit a high level of pro-
ductivity, assuring, at the same time, maximum
flexibility and versatility.
• They can be integrated within a single line -

connecting the two printing machines and
diverting the glass flow alternatively to either
of them according to a pre-set pattern - or with-
in several automatic production lines featuring
equipment for cutting, grinding and washing
glass upstream, as well as a tempering fur-
nace downstream with automatic loading
and unloading stations.

• They can be manually fed and integrated
with the tempering furnace.

• In the event of a failure of the tempering
furnace, they can be manually unloaded at the
end of the IR dryer.

• Should the printing machines and/or the

IR dryer come to a halt, they can be manu-
ally loaded at the end of the IR dryer, still
forwarding the glass directly to the tem-
pering furnace.

• They can obviously print two identical glass
sheets at the same time or one right sidelight
and one left sidelight; alternatively, they
can print two different glass sheets, which are
kept within the necessary balancing of the tem-
pering furnace - a feature which is not nec-
essarily in the IR dryer.

• Should it be required, one printing machine
can be stopped, for periodical maintenance
purposes, for instance, while production
continues on the other machine.
Besides what is described in the layout, a line

with twinned printing machines can obviously
exploit a UV rather than IR dryer, depending on
the user’s needs. It can also feed the tempering
furnace directly in single line, as shown in the
layout, or in double line, namely with the two
separate conveyors.

In conclusion, it must be
said that what has been
described so far does not
imply the absence of other
strategies aimed at ensuring
big production runs. Indeed,
some users have chosen to
buy AISA’s latest creation, the
GHS200 screen printing
machine, to deal with dedi-
cated and high-production
lines. This machine can print
two glass sheets at a time
with the same cycle, the same
precision and the same 
quality outcome as the
GHS33/SF.  ■

Figure 4 -
Visual
inspection 
of the printed
sheet
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